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Getting the books His Human Possession An Alien Warrior Romance now is not type of inspiring means. You could not by yourself going as soon as book accretion or
library or borrowing from your associates to right to use them. This is an completely simple means to specifically acquire lead by on-line. This online broadcast His
Human Possession An Alien Warrior Romance can be one of the options to accompany you following having extra time.
It will not waste your time. assume me, the e-book will certainly way of being you supplementary event to read. Just invest little grow old to gain access to this on-line
proclamation His Human Possession An Alien Warrior Romance as with ease as evaluation them wherever you are now.

Alien Stolen May 03 2020 A Mail Order Bride. An Assassination Plot. And one Warrior who's lost his way. Anya Anya left Earth for a better future. She never even had
the chance of being matched to a husband. Lucky her, she was in a batch of women who got sold off as slaves. She'll fight with everything she has, though. Especially
against the beast, a blue male with horns and a reputation for buying and selling women. Except he doesn't buy her. He steals her. Nothing about this guy adds up. He
promises to release her after she helps him with a job. The beast, a.k.a. Azokk, is not what he seems. He pretends to be a trader in coalition space, but he's using her, in
more ways than one. He plans to gift her to the king of Grudan. Hell no. Except he doesn't give her a choice. . .just another promise to take her with him when he leaves the
planet of warmongers. He didn't tell her she'd be caught up in an assassination of their king first. Can she trust him enough to do as he asks, or is he just using her? Azokk
Azokk changed more than his name when he left Zyan to join the Coalition after the war destroyed his family. He changed who he was. A necessity to blend in with the
Coalition. After six years living among the coalition, he has a mission that requires the use of a human female. Now he's flying to Grudan with a stolen human on his ship.
He plans to sacrifice her. This is not the behavior of a Zyanthan Warrior. Then again, he's no longer the male he used to be. And this female, Anya, stirs both of his c*cks.
He has one shot at completing his mission. One shot at saving his sholani. And no chance of keeping her for himself. Except she seems to think otherwise. She's a fighter, a
warrior in her own right. Maybe with her by his side, he'll find a way of surviving his mission after all. ??? A Warrior For Every Bride Alien Stolen is a steamy Mail Order
Bride Romance with a male who's lost his way and the woman who helps him re-discover what it means to be a Zyanthan Warrior. Prepare for hot romance, raw
determination, love, and a lot of twists along the way. This book can be read as a stand-alone but is best enjoyed as part of the series. Each book in the series ends in a very
Happy Ever After.
His Human Vessel Dec 30 2019 Bayla's destiny had been set from the beginning. Nothing changed when the sexy Zandian doctor purchased her from the baby farm and
brought her to his examination room. Nothing. And everything. Daneth has always lived in his head, letting science govern his thoughts and choices. Having Bayla in his
lab shouldn't change that, but somehow the submissive human female gets under his skin. No matter how harshly he punishes her, she responds to his touch with passion,
sparking a lust that threatens to distract him from his plans. When Bayla learns Daneth has a weakness for her, she presses her advantage, but she has no desire to bear yet
another child and have it taken from her arms. If only she could figure out how to stay with the dominant alien doctor but avoid the pregnancy... Devour USA Today
Bestselling Author Renee Rose's steamy stand-alone romance in the interconnected Zandian Masters series today!
Revived by Malm Apr 25 2022 Who has time to miss coffee and chocolate when there's an Alien Warrior superhero stealing hearts? Clever with a bright future ahead of
her, Dr. Phoebe Brown has it all- intelligence, an enviable career as a highly respected doctor, beauty and brains. That is until her life is endangered on a failing
maintenance Space Station. A heroic rescue by a fleet of honorable, if not unbelievably sexy Warrior Aliens, places a now comatose Phoebe in a new alien world. She
wakes to find her entire life as she knew it is gone and she must start over-alone. Malm is the ultimate warrior, committed to fulfilling his duty as second-in-command to
his cousin and friend, Tordin. So, when he experiences an undeniable pull and extraordinary attraction for the sleeping human female, he wants nothing more than to get
her safely to his planet. There she can find a male worthy of her and... away from him. Will Phoebe be able to create a new life after Earth-alone-when her heart longs for
the attention and touch of the one man who is the least interested-the one with the emerald eyes called Malm?
Protected by the Alien Warrior Jan 11 2021 I'm officially Agron's most wanted. What's scarier than being abducted from Earth and almost eaten by cannibals? The idea of
falling in love with a huge alien warrior. Just a few days ago, I was living my best life. Now? I'm on the run on a strange alien planet. Thanks to my short temper and a
severe lack of self-control, I'm being hunted, and it's only a matter of time before I end up captured or dead. Now, a hulking Braxian warrior has found me, right when it
looked like I had no way out. To say that it's suspicious timing is an understatement. Everyone knows you can't trust the tall, dark, handsome types. Vrex may have his own
reasons for joining me on this rollercoaster ride, but all I know is that I need his help. Now, I just have to convince him to help me sneak into the dragon's territory and find
Charlie, who the beast seems to think belongs to him. Cause the aliens who bought us? They weren't alone. Their friends are on their way to Agron. Us human women need
to stick together if we're going to get off this planet alive. As for Vrex? If he helps me, I'll be in his debt. If there's one thing I've learned about the giant warrior, it's that he
always gets what he's owed. I'd be lying if I said I wasn't looking forward to it...
Savage Alien Jan 29 2020 Michelle's dating a movie star and from the outside, her life looks glamorous. But she wants something more. At night, Michelle has dreams
about an alien. She can't believe how handsome he is and lets him do unspeakable things to her. After all, it's just a dream, right? She's surprised when the alien appears out
of nowhere. When she's at TerraMates, the intergalactic mail-order bride agency, Caspian Coore walks into the room, looking for some oversized parts to fix his spaceship.
Everything's bigger about these aliens. Michelle had her future planned out, and a large, stern alien warrior isn't supposed to be part of it. Besides, Caspian is a Yarian.
They're always promiscuous and love to party. Yarians only make an exception if they find their flaura...their eternal soul mate. Michelle's definitely not Caspian's flaura.
She won't let him penetrate her defenses. Or will she? This story takes place in the TerraMates universe, but can be read as a standalone novel.
Pillaged Nov 28 2019 I was promised against my will to an empirical general. . .so I escaped. Right into the arms of an even more ruthless Vandar warlord. I'd thought
things had been bad when I'd been ordered to marry the repulsive Zagrath general. But then I'd been captured by the empire's most deadly enemy--the Vandar raiders. With
their battle kilts and tails, the raiders are known for being fierce warriors who never take prisoners. Until now. The fear I feel when I am taken by the menacing Vandar
warlord is confirmed when I discover why he treats me like an honored guest. Taking the general's bride is one thing, but to strike the most personal blow the Vandar must
claim me as his, taking me to his bed until his mating marks appear on my skin and mark me as his true mate. But he has no intention of forcing me. He wants to make a
deal-become his willingly and I will get what I've always wanted-my freedom from a loveless, arranged marriage. Can I agree to a deal with the darkly dominant warlord
who stokes both my fear and desire? Even if being claimed by the Vandar is only revenge for him and freedom for me, will my heart remain untouched as he pillages my
body? And will the general give me up so easily, or will he come for both of us with all the firepower of the empire?
Saved by the Alien Warrior Jul 05 2020 I was abducted, sold, then crash-landed on a strange planet... only to be abducted again. And you know the funny thing? I barely
even care. I'm numb. You see, I've already lost everything. When you're doing something you love, you never think that it could be the last time. That someone might take
your life from you and leave you stranded on a planet where most of the locals are out to get you. Now I'm lying here, far from home, bleeding out in a trap built for a huge
beast that could show up at any second and eat me. Which isn't quite how I pictured my death... But an alien warrior has found me instead. He says he can help me.
Unfortunately, on this planet, I've heard that before. And it's never boded well for me. He's huge, arrogant, and he's got muscles in all the right places. Even a dying woman
can appreciate the view when he takes off his shirt to keep me warm. I don't know if I even have it in me to save myself at this point, but two women are counting on me to
get back to them with help. Can I trust the alien warrior to save us? And while he's saving my life, can he make me feel something... anything other than hopelessness?
His Human Rebel Jul 17 2021 THE ALIEN WARRIOR THINKS I BELONG TO HIM… I don’t believe the aliens’ propaganda for one minute. The Zandians may have
saved me from one death, but they plan to send me to another. They’ve conscripted me into their alien army to win their planet back. I’m biding my time, waiting for my
chance to get away and find my brother, enslaved by a different species. The only thing I didn’t count on is Lundric, the tempting Zandian warrior who, for some reason,
decided I’m his female. Devour USA Today Bestselling Author Renee Rose's steamy stand-alone romance in the interconnected Zandian Masters series today! Publisher’s

Note: This dark romance contains steamy sex scenes including spanking. If such material offends you, do not buy this book.
Venomous (Alien Warrior) Mar 25 2022 "She is mine to protect, mine to shelter, mine to feed and mine to cover. When she is weak, I shall be her strength. She was
stolen from her world by our captors. Now her survival is my responsibility. It is her duty to endure my lust, respect my nest mates and honour our union with offspring. I
revere this giver of life, as is the way." ~ Venomous One, formerly of Rök, enslaved gladiator Abducted from Earth and transported to a slave planet in an unknown
galaxy, Lumen finds herself, shackled, naked and put on display before an alien horde. Told the males will battle for the right to slake their lusts with her body, she would
become the slave of slaves. Venomous One, a proud warrior enslaved, has given up hope of returning to his home world and finding a life mate. When a female is tossed
into the arena his soul demands he claim her. Winning his mate by Right of Might, he vows to protect Lumen and be a good provider, no matter how ugly her human
appearance. Rescued by Venomous’ people, the couple face space pirates, the condemnation of an alien government, galactic war, and a deadlier threat from within the
warrior’s own kindred.
Nanny For The Alien Warrior Jun 15 2021 I've tried my hardest to take care of the kids. I will not let Ryker take them away! My brother died in a protest when Kiphian
soldiers shot at the human crowd. He left me his kids and now years later, Ryker wants to take them to live in his palace. See, his sister is their mother. But she died too.
He tracked us down to the slum that I live in and offered them a good home with food and education. There's no way I can refuse. But I'm not leaving them. He wants
them, he's gonna have to take me with him. I'll go as their nanny. I know Ryker has no problem with it. His eyes don't leave my body. He's not so bad looking himself.
Scratch that. He's freakin' gorgeous. The hard muscled body of a warrior. With the soul of a poet and the heart of a saint. I can't help but fall head over heels in love with
him. And when he tells me I'm his fated mate, I'm ecstatic. But there's a sadness in his soul. Why? Because the soldier's shot that killed my brother? It was his. Author's
Note: This is a completely standalone novel set in the Athenaverse. Even if you've never come into the Athenaverse, you'll be able to enjoy this science fiction romance
that has no cliffhangers or cheating and guaranteed happily ever after!
Enticed by the Alien Warrior Mar 13 2021 Betrayal tastes like ashes on my tongue. I've always been the girl who's nothing but a pretty face. The one used to distract the
warriors so the others can move our plans forward. But now? Now I have a chance to save us all. A chance to get us off this planet and back to Earth. Where we belong.
Sure, this mysterious Braxian king may have helped us, and he may even make my skin tingle with an awareness I've never felt before. But it means nothing. Because he
has enemies hiding around every corner. And they're asking me to betray him in exchange for a way off this planet. It doesn't matter that he sometimes looks at me like I'm
someone special. Like he sees beyond my act and into the heart of me. Like I'm someone precious. And it definitely doesn't matter that when he looks at me, I want him to
keep looking at me like that for the rest of his life. I'm his Judas. And even if he lives through what I'm planning, he'll never forgive me for this. I don't blame him. I'll
never forgive myself either.
Claiming Her Alien Warrior Nov 08 2020 She must betray his trust to achieve her mission. But fooling an alien warrior comes with a price. A guest of the Lathar, Jane
hasn’t forgotten she’s a hard as nails marine. Tasked with finding a way to beat the technologically-advanced aliens, she needs to find answers for her superiors... before
they arm the nukes and doom the human race. Just one problem. A scarily-sexy alpha male alien warrior with long hair and a sexy growl. He wants her for his mate and
time is running out. Both to get the intel she needs, and to stay out of his bed. Because once he gets her there, she knows she’ll never want to leave... A beautiful stowaway
is the last thing he needs, but everything he’s ever wanted. Karryl has wanted Jane from the moment he saw her. The human soldier is feisty and dangerous, everything he
wants in a female. He knows she desires him, but she resists his claim. Called away on a mission into a dangerous part of space, an unexpected stowaway puts a crimp in
his plans. Ego says she followed him, sense says she’s a spy. He’ll finish his mission and get her back to the safety of Lathar Prime. He’ll make her body burn in his bed,
get the truth out of her… and claim her as his mate. But no plan survives contact with the enemy. They must contend with a crash landing, a case of amnesia, and an enemy
who think it would be better if Karryl took a long walk out of a short airlock… Keywords: alien mate romance, alien romance, space books for adults, sci fi, sci fi books,
sci fi romance, sci fi adventure, sci fi series, space marine, alien warrior, Alpha Male
Submit Feb 21 2022
A Son for the Alien Warrior Oct 08 2020 Can she create a new family with an alien warrior? On the anniversary of the disappearance of Mariah's sister and nephew,
Mariah returns to their last known location, expecting to find only painful memories. Instead, she encounters an alien spaceship and recklessly sneaks aboard, taking one
last chance to be reunited with her family. The desperate move sends her across the galaxy and straight into the arms of a massive alien warrior who is determined to
protect her. But no matter how much she is drawn to him, she will not be distracted from her goal-to find her missing family at all costs. Years ago, when Captain Cestov
and his brother argued over the fate of their dying race, his brother stormed out of his life. He has been searching for him ever since. He never expected his search to lead
him to a distant planet, a troubled ranch, and a little boy who calls him Daddy. And he certainly never expected an enticing human female who makes him consider putting
down roots for the first time. Neither Mariah nor Cestov ever thought they would find a permanent home. But can their shared love for a child help them to move on to a
new future as a family? Or will the ghosts from their pasts tear them apart? Each book in the Treasured by the Alien series can be read as a standalone romance. This sweet
and steamy HEA is intended for a mature audience.
Taken by the Alien Warrior Apr 13 2021 The aliens who stole me made a mistake. The Grivath have sold us on Gule- a planet where hope goes to die. The women who
are imprisoned with me are in high demand and they all look like models. Me? I'm 5'2 shy, curvy, and a kindergarten teacher. Maybe they really meant to take my pageant
queen sister? If that's not bad enough, our ship has crashed and half of the women are missing. Did I mention the locals want to eat us? Insert the tall, incredibly-built
warrior aliens, who saved us. Things are looking up, except that one of them is eyeing me like a snack, and not in a cannibalistic way-- if you catch my drift. Terex is
tough, fierce, and bossy, and doesn't seem to understand that I can't stay and be his snuggle bunny. I'm not quite sure why he isn't chasing after one of the other women
when every man I've ever known has overlooked me. But not Terex. When he looks at me, he doesn't seem to see chubby, awkward Ellie. And his gaze burns brighter
instead of shifting away. Now, I've just got to convince him to help me find the other women and get back to Earth. Should be a piece of cake... Right?
Burn Dec 10 2020
Bound Feb 09 2021
Zerconian Warriors Series Nov 20 2021 Triple the treat with three sexy alien stories:Alien WarriorStuck on a military outpost in the middle of nowhere, Zoey had been
praying for something to relieve her boredom. She never dreamed that relief would come in the form of a seven-foot tall, sexy alien. One who claimed she belonged to
him. Delusional. Except, there was something pulling her to him... a deep, hot attraction she couldn't deny. Dexanon Xa'a always thought his mate would be a sweet,
obedient female. Instead, the Gods landed him with a maddening, outspoken, outrageous female who didn't comprehend the honor that had been bestowed on her. Dex
might have a rockin' body, but his ideas about women needed a total overhaul. And she was just the woman to do it.Alien LoverBeing newly mated to an arrogant, bossy
alien can certainly be trying at times. Luckily for Zoey, Dex also happens to the sexiest thing on two legs she's ever met. He's loyal, protective and boy, the things that alien
can do with his hands, his mouth, his tongue...well, you get the idea. They should have been on their way to Zerconia in blissful happiness, to celebrate their mating. But
somehow, things never seem to go to plan. Some of Dex's warriors have gone missing. While he attempts to track them down, Zoey is busy just trying to keep herself out
of trouble. Easier than it sounds. And really, she isn't trying that hard.Alien MateWith all the drama and trouble behind her, Zoey is looking forward to arriving on
Zerconia and settling down into a normal life as Dex's mate.Normal? What was she thinking? There is nothing normal about being mated to a sinfully sexy, often times
arrogant and overprotective Zerconian warrior. But then normal is overrated, right?Trouble follows Zoey to Zerconia, threatening her very life. But that pales in
comparison to her biggest challenge yet...Her mother-in-law
Nurse For An Alien Warrior May 27 2022 I'm supposed to care for a kid, not create one!Space needs nurses. That's what they told me, and that's why I agreed to go.They
say Raider is the last place I want to end up, but I'm up to the challenge.I'll care for the warlord's child.One problem.He wants me to make said child.With him.No. Not
happening. Never.I'm not selling my body to some brute!But Kain isn't the brute I imagined. And the longer I'm on Raider, the longer I wonder if belonging to him would
be so bad.I don't need tricks to find a woman.Compassionate. Smart. Beautiful. Abby is all these things.But she's not willing, and I won't force her. If I send her back, IEP
will just pass her off to another planet.I can't put her in that situation.As I get to know her, I want her more and more. My body knows she's my fated mated. I don't want
her to merely be a surrogate.I want a family with her.Once she's given me a child, she'll be allowed to leave Raider and never return.What will it take to get her to
stay?Nurse For An Alien Warrior is a steamy alien romance featuring a warrior hero and the compassionate human nurse who awakens the mating gene within him.
Rescued by the Alien Warrior: A Sci Fi Alien Romance Sep 06 2020 An alien warrior hell-bent on revenge. A human female with a secret power. And an enemy that
wants them both dead. Liana Hathaway is a survivor. After losing everything in a mining accident, she has one option left: enter the Miss Avia pageant and hope one of the
sponsors favors her. Being kidnapped from the winner
Rescued by the Alien Space Pirate Jan 23 2022 The last thing Lexi remembers is a bright light flashing before her eyes before she’s thrown into a cell with an enormous
blue-skinned alien with black horns, a bladed tail, mountains of muscles and told to breed. Rase can’t believe his fated mate is in his arms. He also can’t believe he crash
laded on the last planet he’d ever want to be on - that of the crime lord that wants himself and his brothers dead. He also won’t bring himself to do the one thing that burns
his blood to do and make love to his fated human female. Life doesn’t last long here and he won’t die and leave his mate possibly pregnant, helpless, alone and subject to
the whims of the crime lord. Life hasn’t been fantastic for Lexi, but being trapped in a cell with no privacy is the pits. Add to that a strange pull of attraction that’s harder
and harder to deny with an alien who tells her he is her fated mate and she’s downright screwed. Figuratively and literally. Survival is doubtful, but Rase must act. He must
escape the breeding cell, survive the fighting pits, save his exotic mate and end the reign of the biggest crime lord the ten Quadrant has ever known. If you like impossible
odds, a corrupt all-powerful criminal, blue-skinned aliens and the tension of fated mates, you’ll love Rescued by the Space Pirate. Each book in the series can be read as a

standalone, but for maximum enjoyment, it’s recommended that the series be read in order. Hexonian Book 1 – Xzion (Prequel) Book 2 - Jo-Aquin Book 3 - Striker Book
4 – Alastor Rasidian Book 5 – Protected by the Alien Space Pirate Book 6 – Claimed by the Alien Space Pirate Book 7 – Rescued by the Alien Space Pirate Dhasu Book 8
- Seized by the Alien Space Warrior Book 9 - Secured by the Alien Space Warrior Book 10 - Consumed by the Alien Space Warrior
Ignite: a Sci-Fi Alien Warrior Romance Aug 30 2022
Conquered by the Alien Warrior Aug 06 2020 I've loathed him since the moment we met. His silver eyes watch me relentlessly, making it clear he doesn't trust me. But
it's not his mistrust that makes me hate him. It's not even his spies, who report my every move back to him. It's the little voice in the back of my head that asks me if he
could be the one I've been searching for all my life. Now, I'm stuck on this journey with the man who makes me feel more... of everything. A journey that's getting
increasingly dangerous. Our enemies are coming, working together as they trap us right where they want us. And all we have is each other. Will I make it back to camp?
Or will I lose my heart- and maybe even my life- in the next few days?
Alien Warrior's Captive Bride Dec 22 2021 Every now and then, when all the planets are in proper alignment, fate smiles on one lone warrior. HopeEarth is no longer able
to support human life and trying to scratch out a meager existence is nearly impossible. Hope is reluctantly forced to sign up for the intergalactic brides program. Just as
she's getting desperate, she finds a tolerable species willing to purchase her contract.Because nothing is ever that easy, her ship is hit by raiders and Hope can't keep her big
mouth shut when their alien captors torment one of the younger women. Jettisoned into space, her one and only chance at survival is in the hands of a Draconian
warrior.LarokLarok is a lone sentinel, standing guard for his mother ship. When he comes across a frail human queen, his world tilts out of alignment. Saving her means a
nasty death if his vicious Draconian queen finds out he rescued her. Risking his own life is one thing, but risking the life of his entire family and small son is
another.Snagging the beautiful human out of harm's way results in battling the Draconian fleet, destroying a planet and stealing a wormhole device that's their only chance
at escape. Larok is forced to reach his hand into the dragon's mouth in a desperate attempt to pull victory from the jaws of defeat. He will either die in the battle of a
lifetime or be mated to the most attractive human female in the galaxy.
His Human Slave Oct 27 2019 "I've been completely blown away by this series" ~The Romance Reviews COLLARED AND CAGED, MY HUMAN SLAVE AWAITS
HER TRAINING Like all humans, she was born into galactic slavery. I bought and paid for her, which means she’s mine now. Mine to use. Mine to impregnate. Because
according to our gene-matching program, she’ll produce the best offspring. And our species is nearly extinct. In the meantime, I must teach her to yield to my will, accept
my discipline and serve me as her one true master. *Devour the first steamy stand-alone alien warrior romance in USA Today Bestselling Author Renee Rose's Zandian
Masters series today. Publisher's Notes: This dark romance contains spankings and rough, intense sexual scenes. If such material offends you, do not read it. His Human
Slave was originally included in the box set Human Surrender.
Galaxy Alien Warriors Series Box Set Jul 29 2022 Four full-length standalone sci-fi alien romance novels that will make you want your very own hot protective alien
warrior.Four snarky heroines. Four smoking hot alien warriors. The adventure of a lifetime.HEA guaranteed!We are the Galaxy Alien Warriors...bound to protect our
planet and race.We never expected to find our mate.That all changed when four human females, abducted from Earth, arrived on our planet.They are our mate.We will
cherish and protect our mate with our last dying life force.This Galaxy Alien Warriors collection contains four full-length exciting, heart-pounding, standalone sci-fi alien
romance novels: Craze, Dekkir, Sekkol, and Raevu. No cheating. No cliffhangers.
Claimed by an Alien Warrior Nov 01 2022 After losing her job, apartment, and boyfriend in one afternoon, Zoey doesn't think things can get any worse. Then an uninvited
passenger -- green, four-armed, and sexy as sin -- proves her wrong by dragging her into his frantic escape. Helping Rendash is the right thing to do, but it means becoming
a fugitive and risking the only things she has left -- her life, and her heart.Weakened by years of captivity and torture, Rendash, an elite aligarii warrior, seizes his only
opportunity to escape. Alone in an alien wasteland, he seeks the aid of a human -- one of the very species that imprisoned him. But he finds himself inexplicably drawn to
Zoey, and his need to protect her soon wars with his mission -- return to his homeworld.With a shadowy government agency pursuing them, Zoey and Rendash must race
across the country before he is recaptured, and she is thrown in a dark cell as a traitor to her kind. But their greatest obstacle may be the most unlikely -- their insatiable
attraction to one another.
Aedian Sep 18 2021 Ten years ago, the Calphesians, a warrior race from far beyond our stars, invaded Earth with the intention to kill everyone they found and take the
planet's resources for themselves. In order to prevent the destruction of the human race, a treaty was set, allowing the Calphesians to remain on Earth and use its resources
as long as they didn't kill anyone or hurt the people. In addition, they would be able to pick and choose from a selection of human women to marry and have children with,
in order to keep their kind from dying out. Every five years, three women are randomly selected and married off to the strongest warriors of the Calphesians, and this year
Roxanne has been chosen. She's angry and bitter about having her life decided for her, and nothing changes when she meets Aedian, her husband to be. He's boorish and
crude, and treats her like she's insignificant most of the time, and all they do is fight. But when another race of aliens seeks to destroy the Earth and everyone on it,
everyone will have to band together to fight them off, and both Aedian and Roxanne will realize there's more to each other than they'd thought.
Her Alien Warrior Prince Sep 26 2019 I came to meet a friend, but now I'm leaving with her...Carly is everything a Valkredian leader needs: stubborn, outspoken, and her
body is temptation incarnate. She's meant to be sold off at auction, but I'll allow no one else to touch her. Her scent tells me she's my mate, and her blood calls to me. But a
Valkredian prince must always be in control and giving into her pulsing veins will cost more than my sanity.I will protect the mate I've claimed and the people I rule. If a
traitor wants to try me, I will bring down all of my wrath to make them pay.I'm no one's blood slave...I never expected to wake up on a space station with a red collar
around my throat. But when Akzun claims me for himself, I know I'm in a whole other kind of trouble. He's as strong as they come, a leader of his people, and a man who
makes me yearn. He wants my body and my blood, and I don't know how I'm supposed to resist. I don't know if I want to. But when treachery on his planet puts us at risk,
we'll need to work together to stop a war. And the longer I'm at his side and in his bed, the clearer it becomes that I was made for him. I don't know how to be the mate of
an alien vampire, but I'm going to have to learn if I want to see another sunset.
Seduced by the Alien Warrior Jun 03 2020 I made a deal with the devil. Okay, so he's not really the devil, but he may as well be. The Tribe King is gorgeous, arrogant, and
devious. He refused to hand over crucial information to help us find our friends until I agreed to stay with him. For a year. As far as I'm concerned, deals made under
duress don't count. Anyone who would demand such a thing in exchange for our friends' freedom simply can't be trusted. The problem? He may be calculating and
autocratic, but he's slowly slipping under my defenses and making me doubt everything I thought I knew. Can I sneak away from the Tribe King before he notices I'm
gone? And if I can... do I even want to?
Protected by the Alien Space Pirate Oct 20 2021 Being a space pirate doesn’t make a being rich, which was why Rhilax was dealing with the biggest crime lord in the ten
quadrants against his better judgment. He doesn’t know much about the job on offer, but he knows it’ll pay for food and supplies for himself and his brothers. Maybe
enough to find a nice, quiet planet somewhere, forget about a life of smuggling and finally settle down. He’s certainly not prepared when a female slave, none the likes
he’d seen before, is led naked, chained and helpless to be his fated mate. He definitely wasn’t prepared when he obliterates his dream, along with the crime lord’s head,
kidnaps the female and makes a target of himself and his brothers - The crime lord has a brother and the brother wants them all dead. When their ship is destroyed, Rhilax
and his brothers are blown into the far reaches of the known universe. To make matters worse, the escape pod is wrecked and his fated mate has escaped. Rhilax must find
her before the crime lord’s thugs, or the unknown creatures on this planet, and complete the bond before his mind is lost to the mating urge. She can’t remember her name.
Or her life before the cages. Maybe it’s better not knowing. Being trapped in a cage and grieving a beautiful life would be the worst kind of torture. She’s good at zoning
out, but it gets harder and harder to disregard the massive blue-skinned alien who tells her he is her fated mate, whatever that is. All she knows is if she doesn’t get away
from him, she might never be free again. If you like impossible odds, wilderness planets, blue-skinned aliens and the tension of fated mates, you’ll love Protected by the
Alien Space Pirate. Each book in the series can be read as a standalone, but for maximum enjoyment, it’s recommended that the series be read in order. Hexonian Book 1 –
Xzion (Prequel) Book 2 - Jo-Aquin Book 3 - Striker Book 4 – Alastor Rasidian Book 5 – Protected by the Alien Space Pirate Book 6 – Claimed by the Alien Space Pirate
Book 7 – Rescued by the Alien Space Pirate Dhasu Book 8 - Seized by the Alien Space Warrior Book 9 - Secured by the Alien Space Warrior Book 10 - Consumed by the
Alien Space Warrior
Endless Aug 25 2019 There’s only one woman for this playboy... When alien warrior Dryce NaFeen isn’t preparing to face his upcoming battles he’s dancing the night
away with humans looking for a good time and ignoring his impending doom. A chance sighting on one of those nights out gives Dryce a hope he never dared wish for,
and despite the looming threat to the planet, he’s sure he can claim his newly found mate in no time. She’s got no time for players... Peyton Cho has dedicated her life to
two things: protecting her sister, and learning about alien tech. And the aliens are so much easier to understand. But she is determined to stay as far away from one alien in
particular who wouldn’t know the meaning of commitment if it punched him in the face. When a project puts her in the path of Dryce NaFeen, it’s only the fact that the
fate of the world is at stake that keeps her from quitting on the spot. Running out of time... Hostile forces have a planet killing weapon, and it will take an alien warrior and
a brilliant human scientist to rescue the planet from certain doom. Boundaries and determination will be tested, and two people from different worlds must learn to work
together and trust in a bond that neither of them expected, or everything will be lost. The Detyen Warriors science fiction romance series brings you feisty women, alpha
alien warriors, fated mates, and relationships hot enough to steam up your screen. This book is great for readers of paranormal romance and sci fi romance who love to read
in their free time! Each Detyen Warriors novel can be read as a standalone. Want to know more about how the Detyen warriors made it to Earth? Read the Detyen Warriors
series from the beginning to find out. 1. Soulless (Raze & Sierra) 2. Ruthless (Toran & Iris) 3. Heartless (Kayde & Quinn) 4. Faultless (Dru & Laurel) 5. Endless (Dryce &
Peyton)
Rescued by the Alien Warrior May 15 2021 I may have almost died on this planet, but it hasn't broken me yet. At least, I'm working real hard to toughen up and become

the kind of woman who'll be ready to board that spaceship and kick some Grivath a**. But, thanks to the way the overprotective warrior at my side insists on hovering,
you'd be forgiven for thinking I'm fragile. I thought my biggest problem was figuring out how to make Tagiz see me as more than just the dying woman he had to rescue.
But that was until we got the news. Because the aliens who came for us? They're not all dead. And the ones who survived? They want two things: Revenge, and the ship
we're planning to use to leave Agron. Can we prevent them from taking our only ride off this planet? And if we can, will I be able to leave the warrior who saved me from
certain death?
The Alien Warrior's Woman: Sci-Fi Alien Romance Apr 01 2020 Rani Kerf isn't ready to make a love connection. Instead, she's got her mind set on her career. When
spying a tall, dark and handsome stranger who takes her breath away while on a mission, her priorities begin to change. But when her team members on the secret
operation disappear, Rani goes into rescue mode and discovers the gorgeous alien isn't who he seems. Tular Vesti just met the love of his life. Rani is beautiful, smart,
funny, and her acting skills suck. But the problem is he's on a mission and knows that his roguish lifestyle isn't what someone like her deserves in a mate. He has no choice
but to let her be the one that got away. Fate has a different plan for Tular, which includes Rani-that is if she can forgive him for his betrayal increasing the odds of death for
each member of her team. So who is this man who's captured her heart, and what does he know about her crew?
Secured by the Alien Space Warrior Jul 25 2019 I’ve been abducted by Reptile aliens and sold to the highest bidder. My saviour is in the form of a ruggedly handsome
alien with claws and fangs and lethal fighting skills. Not my usual type. He tells me I’m his bond-mate. That I’m fated for him. From the moment I saw him fighting to
save me, an undefinable spark erupts within me. But I’ve been down that track before. Had the boyfriend from hell. Don’t need to drive that road again, no matter how
much my body yearns for my alien saviour. He says he will take care of me. Protect me, but how can he do that when we crash land onto a hostile planet and he’s made to
fight in a gladiator pit as a slave. Every day his life is at risk, and if he fails to come back the aliens who made him fight will come for me. But we have bigger problems. A
dictator from another planet is going to use us for target practise. If we don’t break out of here soon, the whole universe will be at risk. I’m losing the battle to keep my
shattered heart intact. The thing is, he’s the only being in the universe that has the power to put me back together. To be whole for the first time in years. If I lose him, I’ll
lose everything. If you like impossible odds, lawless and corrupt aliens, smouldering alien warriors and the tension of rejected fated mates, you’ll love Secured by the
Alien Space Warrior. Each book in the series can be read as a standalone, but for maximum enjoyment, it’s recommended that the series be read in order. Hexonian Book 1
– Xzion (Prequel) Book 2 - Jo-Aquin Book 3 - Striker Book 4 – Alastor Rasidian Book 5 – Protected by the Alien Space Pirate Book 6 – Claimed by the Alien Space
Pirate Book 7 – Rescued by the Alien Space Pirate Dhasu Book 8 - Seized by the Alien Space Warrior Book 9 - Secured by the Alien Space Warrior Book 10 - Consumed
by the Alien Space Warrior
Mama and the Alien Warrior Sep 30 2022 Can a weary warrior and an abducted mother save each other?Abby Wentworth never regretted abandoning her corporate
career to adopt her orphaned niece and run a maternity home. But she certainly never expected to find herself and her girls abducted by aliens who intend to sell them as
breeders. When they are rescued by a massive alien and his crew, desires she has long suppressed start to surface. She finds herself unexpectedly drawn to the captain who
treats both her and her daughter with unwavering devotion.Until his ship intercepts an illegal Vedeckian trader, Captain Hrebec is resigned to spending his life alone. The
Cires lost their females to a plague many years ago. Now for the first time, this luscious human female has him longing for a mate and a family.But Abby has to get her
girls back to Earth, and Hrebec may have one last chance to save his race. Will their duties force them apart? Or will they finally find a family of their own?Mama and the
Alien Warrior is a standalone science fiction romance. This sweet and steamy HEA is intended for adults only.
Aedian: Alien Warrior Aug 18 2021 Ten years ago, the Calphesians, a warrior race from far beyond our stars, invaded Earth with the intention to kill everyone they
found and take the planet’s resources for themselves. In order to prevent the destruction of the human race, a treaty was set, allowing the Calphesians to remain on Earth
and use its resources as long as they didn't kill anyone or hurt the people. In addition, they would be able to pick and choose from a selection of human women to marry
and have children with, in order to keep their kind from dying out. Every five years, three women are randomly selected and married off to the strongest warriors of the
Calphesians, and this year Roxanne has been chosen. She's angry and bitter about having her life decided for her, and nothing changes when she meets Aedian, her
husband to be. He's boorish and crude, and treats her like she's insignificant most of the time, and all they do is fight. But when another race of aliens seeks to destroy the
Earth and everyone on it, everyone will have to band together to fight them off, and both Aedian and Roxanne will realize there's more to each other than they'd thought.
Mikko: a Scifi Alien Warrior Romance Jun 27 2022 Hide and seek is a lot less fun in an alien prison where the winner gets... me.Rian: I'm not a stranger to being behind
bars, but this prison leaves a lot to be desired. There are zero communal showers, minimal locking cells, and the other prisoners are extremely hostile. That could be
because they are aliens and this is a prison in another galaxy. Add in the fact that I'm a human female, and my life span has just dropped some serious time. I'm about to go
down fighting when a scary blue alien with spikes decides he's my rescuer. Except he doesn't seem happy about my presence and, well, join the club, buddy.Mikko: After
spending a third of my life in the Pit, I returned for some payback but instead find a human female fighting for her life. She's small, snarly, and irritatingly beautiful. When
a coveted reward is offered to the prisoners for our capture, the game changes. My enemies thought I was unpredictable with anger issues before? They haven't seen
anything yet. I'll escape again with my female, and then the real payback begins.Mikko is a SciFi Alien Warrior Romance featuring a prickly, snarky hero with a heart of
gold and a heroine who loves as hard as she fights.
Nuar Jun 23 2019 A love that spans the galaxy--a bond that won't be denied.The Cygnian people are facing extinction. Offspring are rare and almost all are male. Without
hope for finding a soulmate and creating a family of his own, Nuar follows his crown prince on a strange mission to a primitive planet filled with sentients whose apparent
fragility hides strengths he would never have expected.Lian Wei wants to keep working on her agricultural research without distractions. She's one of the few Earthlings
who know that aliens exist--and that they need Earth's help to survive on worlds ravaged by overharvesting their resources. To make things worse, a new faction has risen
in the galaxy determined to wage war.The Cygnians have been neutral in the battles up to now, but with their sudden and unexpected interest in Earth, there's a chance at
an alliance that could further protect the aliens Lian now calls friends. She wants to help, but when Nuar and his fellow Cygnian warriors arrive in her home town, she can't
seem to get a grip on her reaction to Nuar.Together, will they find a path to a better future for both of their people, or will their fears and preconceptions destroy their
chance at a happy ever after?
Captured by the Alien Warrior Mar 01 2020 I've been kidnapped by a dragon. Just when I thought my life couldn't get worse, I was abducted by aliens. Now, I'm pretty
sure I must be dying. Because only a vicious head injury could make me believe I'm actually flying through the air, trapped between a dragon's claws. Oh, and the dragon?
He can talk. And he has all kinds of arrogant, ludicrous, and deranged things to say. Like the fact that he thinks he may just keep me. But this dragon? he doesn't know
what type of woman he's messing with. Cause I've already made a vow to never again end up trapped by a man. Even if that man swears he would give up his wings for
me.
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